Abstract. There is an increasing consensus that existing mobility models, such as the well-known random walk or random waypoint models, are insufficient to represent real node mobility. In this paper, we discuss the need for a better characterization of natural mobility. Our contributions rely on recent advances of real-life network analysis and modelling, and in particular on the observation that natural networks behave on a scale-free basis. We devise then a novel mobility modelling approach that focuses on the behavioral aspect of individuals and the interactions between them. This fulfils a gap between individual and group mobility models. Our first results show a strong relevance of the scale-free distribution in mobility modelling, and open further directions in modelling the costs associated to building a network structure in general.
Introduction
The increasing demand for mobile networking has raised a number of complex problems ever addressed by the network research community. Many of these problems do not have all the required elements for a complete solution.
In this context of autonomic communications, mobility management will play a major role. Indeed, given the rapid growth of the radio equipped population, future networks will face serious challenges in terms of node density and complexity of the communication environments. A key functionality to adapting to rapid changes in the environment is to tailor network configuration and routing algorithms according to the spatial characteristics of the real world they rely upon. Considering that a part of future networks are based on mobile terminals, a mobility model matching reality at its best is highly demanded [1, 2] .
Existing mobility models are either too simplistic or do not represent the real characteristics of user mobility. The current model used to represent mobile scenarios is the Random Waypoint Model, despite its obvious flaws and the lack of similarity it has with real-life situations [3] . We acknowledge that it is difficult to define the real characteristics that a mobility model should capture. We adopt an extrapolative approach by inferring mobility from observations made in reallife networks. Starting from the simple parallel analysis between man-to-group interactions and dynamic principles of real-life network models, we devised a mobility model from the ground up, bridging the gap between individual and group mobility models. The objectives are to bring new enhancements and finegrained population modelling by matching the main observation spanning many real-life domains: scale-free spatial distribution.
Such a model could be useful in many aspects. Being a behavioral model, it may give us clues on some statistics of the behaviors it implements. This may serve, for example, as a feedback to sociologists to validate hypothesis on dense and large populations, which might be difficult to measure in practice. In the context of autonomic communications, it would serve as a basis for innovative heuristics for routing, connectivity establishment, self-healing, and security. With this work, we also intend to strengthen the links among complementary disciplines. We are interested, in particular, in how biological or sociological observations could be integrated in our framework.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we survey existing mobility models. In Section 3, we focus on the explanation of the most distinctive characteristics of real-life networks, and quickly overview where such characteristics have been observed. We summarize, in Section 4, the considerations that led us to reconsider mobility models, and describe the objectives, characteristics, and first results concerning our approach. Finally, Section 5 concludes this paper.
An overview of existing mobility models
A number of mobility models have been proposed in the literature [1] . Generally, two types of mobility have been addressed so far: individual mobility and group mobility. We define them in the following and present the most important approaches proposed in the literature.
Individual mobility models
Individual mobility deals with the movement at the node level, where each node is considered independently from the others. We present in the following the most important models proposed so far.
The Random Walk mobility model. First proposed by Albert Einstein in 1926 to characterize Brownian motion, is also called "Drunkard's Walk", and is the de facto mobility model used for mobile network analysis. In this model, a node travels by changing its direction and speed at random, at regular time or distance intervals. However, since its behavior is independent of past motion (memoryless), it generates very unrealistic displacements.
The Random Waypoint mobility model. In this model, nodes travel between randomly chosen locations. The speed of displacement and pause periods are also randomly determined. This model is also widely used in mobile network simulations; however, since the performance is obtained in a bounded space, the density of nodes at the center of the simulation area tends to grow indefinitely.
The Random Direction mobility model. This model has been conceived to overcome this drawback of the Random Waypoint model. Here, a node chooses a random direction and follows it until it reaches a border, pauses there for a random duration, then restarts by choosing its next direction. The problem is that nodes tend to stay at the borders of the simulation area, which is likely to generate network partitions and big hop counts in simulated networks.
The Boundless Simulation Area mobility model. It focuses on a boundless space, by wrapping a rectangular zone around its opposite borders, in a toroidal manner. Each node has a direction and a speed, respectively updated at random following a maximal angular change speed and a maximal acceleration. This model has an even spatial repartition, and accounts for a quite realistic user movement. However, it does not account for pauses, and the boundless situation is not considered to be the most representative one in simulations of mobile scenarios.
The Gauss-Markov mobility model. This model considers that nodes have an initial speed and direction, which they update at each time step, taking into account the previous speed/direction (s n−1 /v n−1 ), the mean speed/direction (s/v), and a random value (s x n−1 /v x n−1 ) having a Gaussian distribution. These parameters are considered with different weights, according to a randomness parameter α. The current speed and direction are then given by:
The City Section mobility model. This model uses a street network map, upon which nodes go from random place to random place choosing their shortest time path, with possible speed limitations and minimal distance between nodes, and pause upon arrival before restarting. It is very specific, being designed to render cars or pedestrians in constrained maps.
Group mobility models
In a group mobility model, the mobility of a node is computed relatively to the mobility of a reference point in the subset of nodes (group) it belongs to. A number of such models have been proposed in the literature, and some of them are described in the following.
The Reference Point group mobility model. It is the most generic group mobility model. It implements groups of nodes which follow more or less loosely a reference point whose motion can be dictated by various ways, such as using one of the previously discussed individual mobility models. Its specialization gives birth to mobility models presented in the following.
The Exponential Correlated mobility model. This model uses a motion function to compute the next movement vector − → b (t), in the complex space, given by:
where r is a random Gaussian variable of variance σ, and τ accounts for the rate of change (the smaller τ , the quicker the change). The main problem here is that it is difficult to set appropriate parameters to obtain a particular effect.
The Nomadic Community mobility model. In this model, groups move from point to point, inside which every member wanders in a Brownian motion locally. It corresponds in fact to a combination of the Random Waypoint that uses locally, in a smaller scale, a Random Walk.
The Pursue mobility model. This model defines a particular node which is the target, while the other ones are its prosecutors. The target follows its own mobility model while the other nodes have a motion accelerating toward it, plus a random vector.
Aspects of real-life networks
Many recent studies have found, in various areas of real-life ranging from biology to computer networks, via sociology, scientific citation, literature, movie acting, ecosystems or economics, some fascinating common features of the networks, or graphs, modelling the many relationship that pervade them. These common features, not present in the traditional Erdös-Rényi Random graph model, lie on two major aspects: the scale-free property and the high clustering coefficient. The scale-free property relates to a power-law distribution of the degrees of nodes in the network. This distribution is different from the usual Poisson distribution, also called exponential, defining node degrees in the random network model.
The power law distribution means that the probability of having a node of degree k is
where λ, the exponent, can be seen in a log-log graph as the pent of the linear fit of the distribution. Fig. 1 shows an example of the resulting node distribution for both the random and scale-free cases. The clustering coefficient defines the propensity of nodes to be gathered in small groups that are highly interconnected. Its mathematical formula is derived from the "fraction of transitive triples", defined by Wasserman and Faust in [4] . On the left, the node degree distribution of an Erdös-Rényi random graph with 10000 nodes and a link probability of 0.02, in a linear scale. On the right, the node degree distribution of an Albert-Barabási scale-free graph grown to 10000 nodes with preferential attachment in a log-log scale. Both have the same number of nodes and links, but their structures are significantly different.
At the node level, it is the effective number E i of links relating the node's k i direct neighbors over the total possible number of links between them:
Averaged over all its nodes, C i becomes the clustering coefficient of a graph. In random graphs, as each edge exists with a probability p, the clustering coefficient is C = p. In many real-life networks, it has been found to be several orders of magnitude higher than in random graphs.
Various observations have been made of these two characteristics in many domains, as presented in the following.
Biology
Jeong et al. [5] studied the metabolism of 43 organisms in networks where the nodes are substrates (ATP, ADP, H 2 O, ...) and edges account for the predominantly directed chemical reactions in which these substrates participate. The distribution of incoming and outgoing edges are both in power-law with respective degrees of 2.4 and 2. Wagner and Fell [6] concentrated on the metabolism of Escherichia coli bacterium. Here in addition to a power-law distribution, the undirected version of the substrate graph has a small average path length and a high clustering coefficient (around ten times that of an equivalent random graph).
Another important network is the one of interactions between proteins. Here the nodes are proteins, and the edges represent the fact that they bind together. Jeong, Mason et al. [7] studied such a network in the yeast (S. cerev.) and found a power-law with an exponent of 2.4.
Scala, Amaral and Barthélémy [8] studied the networks formed by the conformation of a two-dimensional lattice polymer. The clustering coefficient is much larger than the one of an equivalent random graph. However, here, the degree distribution is consistent with a Gaussian.
The network of gene expression (here a node represents the expression of a gene, and the impact that the expression of a gene has on the expression of another gene is an edge) also exhibits power-law distributions.
Computer networks
In the Internet, partial graphs, both at the router and domain levels, have been shown to have the scale-free property, with a degree distribution of the nodes in power law, with an exponent between 2 and 3 [9, 10] . At the domain level, the clustering has also been shown to be two to three orders of magnitude higher than in random graphs of the same size.
Similar results have been observed in the context of the Web (hyperlinks). Although being a directed graph, many studies found both its in-degree and outdegree distributions to be following a power-law of the same exponent range, also between 2 and 3 [11, 12] . Furthermore, the clustering coefficient was also found [13] to be between 2 and 3 orders of magnitude higher than the ones of a similar random graph.
Sociology
This domain is one of the most prolific, and also the oldest. It relates directly to humans, and network structures depend on their behaviors.
The Internet Movie Database [14] contains all movies and their casts since the 1890s. Here the nodes are actors and two actors having participated in a movie have an edge between them. This graph can also be seen as a bipartite graph, consisting of a set of actors, a set of movies, and a set of participations, linking an actor to a movie. Watts and Strogatz, in their study of 1998 [15] found its clustering coefficient to be 0.79, around 3000 times more than the one of the equivalent random graph, 0.00027.
Citation networks in scientific publications are made of nodes which represent publications, and edges that go from a publication to the other one it cites. The first study of scale-free properties in citation networks of scientific publications were conducted in 1965 by Derek de Solla Price. He noted that these networks have power-law distributions, and subsequently built a model, close to the one of Albert and Barabási, but directed and adapted to publications networks that are directed. A more recent study by Redner [16] found that the in-degree of these networks follow a power-law distribution, with an exponent of 3.
In phone call networks, where nodes are phone numbers and edges telephonic conversations between them are a kind of social network. Abello et al. [17] and Lu [18] studied the graphs of long distance telephone calls made during a day and found that the distributions of incoming and outgoing calls follows a power-law with an exponent of 2.1.
The Albert-Barabási model
As shown by Albert and Barabási in their eponym model [11, 19] , scale-free distributions can be obtained mimicking the dynamics of groups of elements following two simple rules: growth and preferential attachment. Albert and Barabási start from an initial random network, and progressively add new nodes. This is the growth principle. In the preferential attachment principle, the probability that a new node be connected to an existing node i is proportional to i's connectivity degree:
This process gives rises to graphs with scale-free degree distributions, as illustrated in figure 1 .
They also showed the generated graphs to be more resilient to random failures [20] .
A novel approach for mobility modelling
In the models presented in Section 2, complex interactions are faintly represented, if not at all. For example, in group mobility models, groups are fixed and cannot evolve in time. Zhou et al. [21] address this issue by creating the Group and Swarm Mobility model, where groups follow virtual tracks and swarm at intersections. However, to be able to regroup at intersections, two subgroups must arrive at an intersection at the same time. This constraint leads to a plethora of small groups, and large groups cannot be well represented.
Furthermore, none of these models minds the spatial density dynamics of populations. In real-world situations, groups forms and dislocate, crowds evolve, people mimic others, the total population grows or diminishes. Another point is that the notion of group is too rigid for many situations. Nodes must belong to a precise group, and only one, or be independent. Group don't evolve, and moreover, the behavior space is discretized in few classes, if more than one, which doesn't allow for fine behavior materialization. We would like to fine-tune the tendency to behave more or less following one or more groups.
Why scale-free characteristics in mobility?
It is now a known fact that mobility strongly influences the results of ad-hoc protocols simulations. As there currently exist no precise large scale traces of users mobility, one is forced to resort to the mobility models for such work.
A mobility model must be as close as possible to the reality, and thinking about matching reality we must strongly consider its prevalent characteristics. As we have seen earlier, one of these prevalent characteristics has been extensively reported in many different areas. It is the scale-free distribution of graphs representing real-life situations.
Although this reason is by far not sufficient to justify by itself a Scale-Free behavior in human mobility, several other aspects clearly point to its usefulness.
In the first place, the preferential attachment behavior in human crowds is a known fact in sociology. From the 'rich get richer' comportment, at the base of the Albert-Barabàsi model itself, to the positive feedback of crowd sizes on their growth, passing by the propensity of people to admit the most common idea as the most valid. If then, as in many other aspects, preferential attachment in human motion decision behaviors can be found, the question of whether it drives to scale-free spatial density distributions becomes prominent.
This supposition becomes especially relevant in the light of recent studies by Chaintreau et al. [22] , which observe scale-free inter-contact distributions in different crowds of humans equipped with Bluetooth devices. In fact, scale-free spatial distributions might greatly account in these surprising observations. This is very important since mobile ad-hoc networks structures are highly dependant on the connectivity of the nodes, itself depending on the spatial density of them. If this density is scale-free, the network structure inherited will be far different from a random network, and knowing this property can greatly help design routing protocols, prior to help better test them.
The lacunas we have seen in existing mobility models led us to consider a new category of mobility model, where a collective behavior arises. Such a model must have, however, a finer-grained definition of the traditional concept of group, which is too rigid to efficiently represent the evolution of real populations. This new type of mobility is called gathering mobility, where nodes meet in space and evolve almost independently one from another (with some level of interaction).
We want to model displacement of crowds in free spaces, with centers of interests. Such a model finds its application in many scenarios, as for example in an exhibition hall, where different booths exist. This can also represent a school courtyard, where children go from occupation to occupation, from group to group. This can also be seen as a market or shopping center, where people aggregate around stores and stands. More generally, this can be seen as the way people go: from an interesting place to another interesting place. This model would have people tending to judge the interest of a place in function of the interest other people have in this place, following trends and mimicking others.
Characterization of the model
We consider the network as a constrained rectangular space of configurable dimensions, where two different types of objects coexist: individuals and attractors 1 . . Attractors are landmarks toward which nodes move; they appear for a certain period of time, do not move, then disappear. They model centers of interest for individuals (e.g., stands in a show). Each attractor is associated with a force, which influences its propensity to gather individuals.
Individuals are the main focus of our work. They behave in cycles. A cycle consists of a displacement, a pause period, and a decision of leaving or not the current position. Displacements are characterized by the origin and a target attractor. We will show that in the choice of the target lies the main characteristic of the model.
The preferential attachment principle is implemented in the attractor decision process as follows. The probability Π(a i ) that an individual z k chooses an attractor a i among all possible ones is proportional to the portion of the total attractiveness it carries: Π(a i ) =
. The attractiveness of an attractor is relative to an individual, and is proportional to its popularity (number of other individuals who chose it), and inversely proportional to the distance separating it from the considered individual:
where B(z j , a l ) is a Bernoulli variable, with B = 1 if the individual z j is going toward or staying at attractor a l and 0 otherwise, and X and Y are the coordinates of a node (individual or attractor). Observe that Eq. 7 includes the effect of other nodes' decision on z i to represent the collective behavior of individuals.
Experiments
We have built a simulator to test the premises of our mobility model (see screenshots shown in Fig. 2 ). The scale-free nature of the Albert-Barabási model was observed in situation of population growth. Thus, we place our model in this same context, where attractors and individuals arrive and never leave. In a simulation run of 10,000 individuals, we obtain the distribution shown in figure 3 . A linear fit in log-log scale gave us a power-law distribution, with an exponent of −1.85 and a confidence of 0.98. These results exhibit the scale-free characteristic of the attractor population.
A corollary result is that, given an equiprobable spatial distribution of nodes, and in situation of population growth, the preferential attachment, even weighted by the inverse of distance, gives scale-free results. 
Conclusion
Following observations in nature of a scale-free distribution, we devised a mobility model using preferential attachment, aimed at fulfilling lacunas seen in the domain of mobility modelling. This mobility model belongs to a new kind of mobility paradigm, we call gathering mobility. In this model, individuals evolve independently and do not explicitly belong to groups, although they exhibit strong collective behavior and are influenced by others. They gather around centers of interest of varying popularity levels.
Our first tests show that, in situation of growth, such as defined by recent scale-free models, our mobility model leads to scale-free spatial density, where preferential attachment is weighted by inverse of distance.
Further works will focus on the characterization of the parameter space of our model. We will investigate in particular other types of population dynamics: not only growth, but also steady and renewing populations, as well as decreasing ones. In these situations it is important to verify if the scale-free distribution of attractors is maintained.
